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Classrooms Support

Location
The CLICC Classrooms suite is located in the west wing of the 3rd floor of Powell Library. The suite spans four different spaces:

CLICC Classroom A (Powell 307) is the smallest, northern-most space. There are 24 student stations.
CLICC Classroom B (Powell 320B) is a medium classroom, and our largest laptop-based classroom. It is the southern-most space.
There are 26 student stations.
CLICC Classroom C (Powell 320) is our largest classroom, and our only desktop-based classroom. It includes the Nook area. There
are 50 student stations.
CLICC Classrooms Office (Powell 307A), aka the "Control Room", is a point of service for consultation & lending. It is the office space
for CLICC staff, IRMA ( @ Jaclynn Kiikvee ), and @ Jessica Mentesoglu .

Hours

Hours for the CLICC Classrooms are listed on the Library website at http://www.library.ucla.edu/powell/clicc-classrooms-office.

Schedules are posted on the IRMA system, on the Library website (http://www.library.ucla.edu/clicc/clicc-classrooms), and throughout the
suite.

Contact

room: Powell 307A
phone: (310) 825-8208
Skype: CLICC, Classrooms (lib_clicc_classrooms@library.ucla.edu)

Emergency

Call the UCPD at extension 51491. Exit through emergency exit at the end of the corridor, outside Classroom B.

Location Policies

Use Classroom A is for reserved class use only (no drop-in study).
Classroom B & C are open for drop-in use when not occupied by a class reservation.
No drop-in use (including printing) is permitted when the space is reserved.
Drop-in users may be asked to present an active BruinCard at any time by any member of CLICC/Library/CSO
staff.
The Classrooms Office is a public point of service, open during all operating hours. It must remain locked
whenever it is unattended.

Reservations Reservation requests should be submitted through the online form, available at www.library.ucla.edu/clicc/clicc-
classrooms.
Reservation inquiries should be emailed to irma@library.ucla.edu.
For additional information on reservations, policies, and procedures in these spaces, review the service profile for
the Classrooms.

Noise Drop-in study is under a reasonable noise poilicy.
Reasonable talking is allowed, so long as it does not disrupt any classes in session.
Playing audio through speakers is not allowed, and should be redirected to headsets (available for lending).
Users complaining of reasonable noise should be advised to use the CLICC Lab as a quiet study space.

The Classrooms Office operates under a reduced noise policy.
Standard "whisper"
Speaking, especially when helping users or working with staff, is permitted.
Excessive chatting should be reduced.
Whenever there is ongoing noise in the Office, the doors should be closed to reduce disruption to classes in
session.
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Food & Drink All spaces are under a reasonable food policy.
Users and staff alike may have, and consume, food & drink.
Spills and messes should be addressed immediately.
Food & drink that are disruptive to a class may be disallowed at the instructor's discretion.

Animals No pets may be brought into the Classrooms by patrons, instructors, or staff
Service animals are always welcome in the spaces.
Cold-blooded animals and visiting pets are welcome in the confines of the Classrooms Office.

Services
The Classrooms are a point of service for the following:

Classrooms
Instructor Laptops
Laptop Carts
Overnight Laptop Lending
Printing and Scanning
Small Items Lending
Video Kits
Software and Software Shortcut
Helpdesk

Operations
For guidelines on expectations and duties for support shifts (including roving & cleaning), please review the documentation on
support shifts in the Consultant Guide.

Operations for Classrooms support is primarily outlined by IRMA. Upon your arrival, it is especially important to review and memorize the
schedule for your shift. Your most important operational tasks will involve instructional support in the following spaces. Instructional support
is comprised of the following:

setting up for any class 15 minutes in advance (including turning on all equipment)
cleaning & resetting classrooms immediately after any class
introducing yourself to the instructor at the start of every class
protecting the space from drop-in use during a class
troubleshooting equipment quickly, or providing alternative equipment
answering questions to provide basic consultation with instructors on how to use our set-up
maintaining constant presence, awareness and availability for the class (eg. roving)
emailing Kevin whenever the class doesn't follow its reservation notes (eg. needs addtl. equipment, or fails to show up to the
reservation)

Your secondary operational tasks will involve active maintenance of all spaces (including the Nook and Office). This includes supporting
Classrooms B & C as lab spaces when drop-in use is permitted. To meet the standard expectations for support shifts in these spaces, follow
these guidelines:

all desktops should remain on during operating hours
all laptops should remain off & charging when not in use
all projectors should remain off when not in use
all whiteboards should be clean of markings when not in use
all blinds should remain open during operating hours (unless an instructor requests otherwise)
keys should remain hung in their proper location whenever not in use
all workspaces (including instructor stations & the Consultant station) should remain completely clear of clutter at all times

Your tertiary operational tasks are responsive to the needs of users, as well as Kevin & Jessica. This may involve operational/project-based
tasks assigned by full-time staff. It will most commonly involve assisting users with lending services from the Control Room, and consulting
visitors to the Office who have questions about CLICC, the Classrooms, and more.

Finally, you will have a constant obligation to uphold security in these spaces. This involves a constant awareness of space & equipment
security while also meeting the following guidelines:

the alarm should be armed outside of operating hours
Classroom A should remain locked & secured at all times (only opening the door when a class is in session)
the Office should remain locked whenever it is unattended
all laptops should remain locked when not in use (including Classroom A locker & Powell laptop cart)
all four exterior doors must be locked after operating hours
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